LIMB Maestro
WORKFLOW SUPERVISION SOFTWARE

Efficiently plan, prioritize, and optimize your digitization projects

Design & Customize your workflow

What is LIMB Maestro?
LIMB Maestro is a unique and easy solution to planning, prioritizing and optimizing digitization projects. Working
as a supervisor with Processing and Gallery, LIMB Maestro is there at every step of the process so you can build
and share your collections.

With LIMB MAESTRO it is very simple to define the
steps of your workflow and the flow for each steps
by defining:

With a focus on saving time and enriching productivity, LIMB Maestro helps you design your digitization
process, plan jobs, ensure communication and monitor all your projects.

- Conditions
- Pass/Fails actions
- Transition screen for operators

Delivered with a simple user interface, the overall presentation is made to be an enjoyable user experience.
Maestro is the supervisory tool from the LIMB suite of products needed to make your materials available to the
world.

Typical Workflow cover the entire process for
digitizing documents including steps such as the
logistic, preparation of the documents, scanning,
processing quality control and delivery.

Track your documents
It all starts with a barcode number assigned to
each book, which is used throughout the whole
digitization process. This tracking document is
automatically updated according to the workflow
activities you’ll have defined.
With a single scan of the book’s barcode, at any time
each user can see the digitization progress status:
like job history, list of tasks and priorities still to be
completed.

Some references - They trust our solutions

Hence, each operator can
or instructions on transition

leave comments
screens to share

Reporting Modules
LIMB Maestro fully manages your digitization
project and in real time automatically generates
activity and statistics reports…valuable information
for measuring productivity, detecting possible
scheduling delays, or even anticipating work
delivery, like:
- Project progress
- Remaining document by steps (global or by
projects)
- Processed image by steps over time to check
productivity trends
- Statistics by users

About i2S

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR DIGITIZATION PROJECTS
i2S is a company specialized in image capturing and
processing technology.
We work for international clients, on a wide range of
markets like: health and well-being, sport, software,
document digitization, food-processing and agriculture,
aviation and aerospace, robotics and industrial control
systems, and more generally, wherever image capturing
is required.
i2S creates and markets a whole range of scanners and
software intended for historical archives and bound
documents digitization and promotion. Most of our
customers are content owners such as museums,
libraries, archives, administrations
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and a few large companies. Our clients value our innovative
solutions which encompass the complete process of a
digitization project: capturing, processing, enriching and
sharing. In order to meet the need for digitizing varied
and precious collections, we designed the largest range
of book scanners on the marketplace – from the smallest
size to 2A0 format, including robot scanners.
Today, more than 4.000 book scanners are installed at
more than 1.000 customers’ sites around the world.
At i2S we work with passion and dedication for our
customers, taking up the challenge of putting innovation
at the service of digitization projects efficiency.
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Fully integrated to our LIMB Software Suite

